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Abstract. We present a data structure, caIIed the reversable AVL-trees, for maint;iining a sequence 
of special operations called reversals. This data :,:ructure is ba?ed on balanced trees, and it yields 
an algorithm with complexity O(m log n), where m is rhf number of reversals. 
Some algorithms for finding Hamiltonian cycles frequently use the following 
operation: given a path ul v1 l l 9 u,, and an integer 2 s id pt - 2, construct a path 
vrv2 l l l Viva-‘*_, l . * Vi+, l This operation is called a reversal. We present a data 
structure, called the reversable AVL-tree (RAVL, in short), for maintaining a 
sequence of reversals. This data structure is based on balanced trees, and it yields 
an algorithm with complexity O( pn log n), where m is the number of reversals. 
We know of three algorithms that use the reversal operation on paths. In [8], 
Posa presents an algorithmic proof that graphs with n vertices and cn log n edges 
Contain almost surely a Hamiltonian cycle, providing that c is sufficiently large (see 
also Karp’s comments on Posa’s algorithm in [43). His result was recently improved 
in [3 1. Their algorithm is, in a sense, optimal and its rurming time is O( n4+F). They 
count, apparently, O(n) time for each reversal. The algorithm can also be modified 
to find a Hami!tonian cyb r-le, if it exists, in polynomial expected time, or to give an 
approximation algc:ithm fo‘ GE,, r t 3~ bottleneck traveling salesman 
exampie is the algorithm suggested by Thomason [2, IO] which, 
graph G with a ‘Siamiltonian cycie E, finds a I-Iam 
PI. This ahzorithm is in fact an effective proof of S 
con’c algorithm has b 
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was solved by Krawcqk [6!, who proved that on some graphs this algorithm may 
make exponentially many reversals. However, the algorithm seems to be very fast 
on random data and we believe that its expected running time is polynomial (for 
appropriately defined probability distribution). 
Our data structure improves the time complexity of all these three algorithms. 
For example, the direct application of R VLs to the algorithm in [3] improves its 
time complexity to O(n3+’ log n). 
We apply the idea of storing a linear list in the nodes of a balanced binary tree, 
as described in 151. We choose AVL-trees for our algorithm, but any other type of 
balanced trees w;.ich allows O(log n) cost JOIN and SPLIT operations can also be 
used here (for example, 2-3 trees, red-black trees, etc. see r-5,9]). We assume that 
the reader is familiar with AVL-trees and the algorithms lor .lOIN and SPLIT 
operations. 
To obtain a RAVL tree from an AVL we introduce a new field la in each node. 
This field always contains +I or -1. It will turn out that a RAVL tree T in which 
r>( 3) = +I for each node P represents the same linear list as the AVL obtained 
from T by ignoring the D-fields. 
In general, WC cari ;Issociate with a RAVL tree T a usual AVL TN by taktng into 
account the D-fields in the foliowmg way. For a node P let BRD( P) be the multiple 
of all D(Q), for the ascendants Q of P in T, including P Informally, BRD( P) is 
the parity of the number of reversals of the subtree rooted at P (+ 1 = even, - 1 = odd). 
If i = LLINK( P), R = RLINK( P) then the sons of P in TN are also L, R but their 
order depends on BRD( P): if BRD( P) = +l then L is left, R is right, otherwise 
(for BRD( P) = -1) L is right and R is left. Let LEFT(P) and RIGHT(P) denote 
such defined sons or” P in TN. It is important to remember that 1 FF’T gnd RIGHT --- - -_- 
are not stored explicitly in P And now by the linear list represented by T we will 
mean the list obtained by traversing TN in inorder. Consider for example the RAVL 
ig. 1. We w&e P’ to denote a node P with _“(P) = c’. For simp!icity 
identify nodes with their keys. According to the definition, T represents the list 
CDEFGHL.MLR/,I. 
Let REVHtSE(T, P) be the procedure which reverses the list represented by T 
ai r”. if T stored the :ist U, o2 l l l u,, and q = KEY(P) then after REVERSE( T, P), 
T represents the list ci i;l - _ _. a. -- ui”n~n-l A . I -. ui+l l 
HOW to implement REVERSE(T, P)? We cm write it as 
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Fig. 1. The RAW T. 
\&/here RSPLIT and R.lOIN are extensions of SPLIT and JOIN, ;uch that they do 
not spoil the meaning of the D-fields. After ( T, , Ti) := RSPLlT( T, P), T, represents 
the list z+ vz l l l vi_, and TI represents the list vi-61 vi+? l - l c, ; after D( ?‘:) := - k)( T7), 
T2 represents the list v,v,,+ l l - vi+, . Finally, RJOIN( T, , P, T-J concatenates T, and 
Tz using P as a juncture vertex, and T will represent the list C, uz = . - t’i~,,~,~_ 1 l l l u, + It 
as required. They also run in O(log n) time. Then the problem of implementing 
REVERSE reduces to the problem of Implementing RSPLIT and RJOIN. 
The idea of the implementation of RJOIN and XEPI_,!T is very simple: use the 
algorithm JOIN and SPLIT for AVLs except that: 
(1) LEFT(P) and RIGHT(P) should be used instead of LLINK(P) and 
RLINIq P); 
(2) +sg-2ver we cut off a tree T’ rooted at B, then D(P) := D( P’) * BRD(F), 
-where F is the fqther of P. We do the same when we attach T’ to F. 
in (1 j, BRD(P j must be correctly computed before we determine LEFT(P) and 
RIGHT(B). However, it is easy to see ihai all ;;zcessary BRD vz.lues can always be 
-._ __- ___ _ computed iraverbiiig ihe irW GOLvriwardS, bclifi in RSPLIT and RJOIN. 
To see why (2) is necessary, imagine that BRD( F) = -I. Then the list represented 
by T’ wilii be reversed with respect to the one it represented as a subtree of T. 
It may seem at first glance that the algorithm may be difficult for programming, 
3 nrx-xsT LL~’ since we have to determine LEFT ansl noun 1 IInks” at each step, which may 
increase considerably the number of cases to be considere - The simple solution of 
th;c t-wnhlrm iq the fn11 _L.J” p”“““” -- _--_ ,,,,owin~. Define LINK: ARRAY [-I l l l +Ij QF NODE, rnd 
let LINK[-l] be the LLIN# and LINK[+I] the RLINK. enoting by LIN 
LINK array stored at P we will always have 
a,,EIFTT( Pj = LHNK,[- 
RIGHT(P) = LiNKp[ )I* 
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Fig. 2. The representation of T. 
In Fig. 2 we show such a representation of T from Fig. 1. 
3. ~Qrnp~tat~~~al experiments 
The algorithm was implemented on an iB”M XT in Turbo Pascai. Its Terformance 
with two other possible algorithms is compared in Table 1. The time units are 
l/lOOths of a second. 
The first of them, LIST, is a simple implementation in a linear two-way list, If B, 
contains t’;, then REVERSE(Q) sets the right pointer of 13i to P,, the left pointer 
of P, to Pi and exchanges the left and right pointers of P,,, , . _ . , P,_ *. Of course, 
each teversai costs O(n) time. 
The second, 2LEV, is a two-layer list. We divide the whole list into blocks. Each 
biock is of iengih between & and 2~6 Each of them has a father. All fathers are 
81 C;: irr $3 liei anti they h?v~ an sdcl,iti~ _ _ ___ __ ---_ _ ___ nal binary field D which says whether the list 
of their sons is reversed or not. REVERSE(P) divides the block contairring P into 
two parts and concatenates them with the lists to the left and rigT:t, respectively. If 
some of the resulting list is too long then it is divided into tie equal ones. Then 
we change the list of the fathers similarly as in LISY, remembering that the D-fields 
have to be changed too. Each reversal costs 0(-&j time. 
t is easy to observe that after our 
n~~-~ber of linear 
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lists and pe-form the following operations in time O(log n): insert, delete, Join, 
split, reverse:, access (find the ith element in the specified list). This makes the RAVL 
a zther geGera1 data structure, in fact much too general for tire ay?plication in which 
we are interested. Perhaps it would be possible to find a sti!l more eficient data 
structure (at lea> -twith respect to the constant factor) capable of dc;ing only reversals. 
We leave it as an open problem. 
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